
Advanced Pastel Supply list
Brenda Boylan

So you have committed to this medium! Well fear not, as this course will set you right into a dusty life of 
color.  This list has been carefully finessed over time and will give you the best results with your artwork, 
so please DO NOT deviate from this list.  Depending on how fast your creative process is, you are 
welcomed to create several pieces within this 8 week session.

Day 1   Setting up and resolving a Beautifully Cohesive Composition 
(no painting yet…)

— Desk lamp or light that can easily set up and adjusted. Flexible arm with a clamp works best to aim 
light directly where you want it to go.
— 5 - 10 objects of various sizes and textures. Keep it simple! Could be fruit, vase, books, teacups, tools, 
or  anything that is simple to render.  Select items that you relate to with a variety of sizes, shapes, colors. 
Perhaps they relate together as a theme.
__ Sketch pad and pencil
— 6x8” or lager sketch pad.
— 3 grey valued markers: light, medium and dark
__ Camera, smart-phone,, used to document set up.
__ DaVinci Artist Viewfinder  $4.  http://www.jerrysartarama.com/davinci-artist-viewfinder
__ Cardboard box painting stage (no side should be larger than 15-17”) Cut one of the longer sides out to make 
stage.
__ Solid dark piece of fabric for backdrop. Keep it simple, low on the pattern or detail. Think Goodwill for Fabric 
Depot.
__ Clips to attach cloth in place
__ Extension cord.
__ Masking tape
__ Note pad and pen

Day 2 - 7     Painting Days

During this portion of the course we will dedicated to our paintings. We will discuss Edges, 
Transitions, and Light planes and many more artistic attributes when the challenge becomes 

apparent in our work.  We will be setting up our painting scenes each session, so bring materials 
from Day 1 and additional supplies below.

View this Youtube video on Composition prior class:  How to set up a still life by Draw Mix Paint
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_d5CQIX_y0 

__ If you have not a professional brand of pastels, I recommend you seriously invest in some. I recommend my own 
Brenda Boylan 80 piece Starter Set of Values set that can be purchased on Amazon. Also, I strongly suggest brands 
such as Senneliery 1/2 sticks, Unisons, or Terry Ludwig set of 60 Maggie Price Values. 
__ A sturdy carry box to hold your pastels. I recommend the Dakota Deluxe Carrier found on www.Dakotapastels.com 
__ Any additional soft pastels that you have available.
__ Hand/baby wipes.
__ 2” roll of masking tape
__ 1 Fabric Drop Cloth. Preferably an old shower curtain, sheet or old canvas. NO Plastic tarps.
__ Sketch book (spiral bound) and pencil to take visual notes and sketches.
__ Apron
__ Snug fitted Latex-free gloves or hand barrier cream.
__ Glassine for pastel overlay. Can be purchased as sheets and then cut to size of painting.
__ Cloth rag for wiping fingers clean as well as what you will set your pastels upon.
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Day 7 - 8   Framing a Pastel and Professional Practices (depending on the whole of the class)

I will show how to frame a using a mat-less technique with a wooden frame. There are several styles of 
frames and methods. If you wish to frame in class, then you will need to come prepared with your framing 
supplies, finished piece, frame and glass. If you want a mat, then bring that too. Point driver provided. 
Print out this link and read prior class:  https://frametek.com/assets/images/articles/FT-Pastel-Article-for-
printing-interactive.pdf 
Once you have decided and purchased your frame, please bring it to the first class so we can discuss it’s 
possibilities.

— Note pad and pen for note taking.
__  Acid-free backing board that measures the same as your total painting dimensions. 
__  Frame with a rabbet depth of at least 5/8”. Ask your framer for a frame that has this dimension. 
__ Scissors
__ Wire
__  2 D-rings and screws (for wiring wooden frames)
__ Ahl (a small woodworking tool that starts a hole for the D-rings
__ Wire cutters or pliers that can also cut wire
__ Microfiber cloth
__ Lenz cleaner
__ Self Adhesive Linen Hinging Tape
__ Spacers with adhesive backing.  

Suggested supply manufacturers and info:

Richeson Pastels: https://www.amazon.com/Brenda-Boylan-Pastel-Starter-Set/dp/B077FL8RDR/ref=sr_1_1?
s=instant-video&ie=UTF8&qid=1514965291&sr=8-1&keywords=Brenda+Boylan+80+pc+Pastels

Dakota Pastel supplies http://www.dakotapastels.com

Dick Blick artist’s supplies http://www.dickblick.com

Judsons Plein air supplies http://www.judsonsart.com

King Of Frames  www.kingofframe.com  

Sennelier Pastels 120 1/2 Sticks http://www.dickblick.com/items/20036-1209/

Terry Ludwig Pastels http://www.terryludwig.com

Totobobo Face Mask    http://totobobo.com or Amazon
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